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Description
Technical Field
[0001] The present invention relates to a dual mode
UE which can use both a cellular network and a Wireless
LAN (WLAN) network. More particularly, the presnet invention rleates a method and an apapratus in which a
UE acquires information required for a WLAN Access
Point (AP) search from a cellular Base Station (BS) to
use a wireless service and accesses a WLAN AP having
a light network load within a short time.
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[0002] A process of discovering a Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN) Access Point (AP) should be pre-performed to allow a terminal to use a WLAN service. Such
a process of discovering the WLAN AP may be largely
divided into two methods such as passive scanning and
active scanning.
[0003] The passive scanning corresponds to a method
in which a User Equipment (UE) receives a beacon frame
which a WLAN AP periodically (for example, generally
100 ms) transmits and identifies the existence of the
WLAN AP. At this time, for example, a maximum of duration of 100 ms is required per channel according to a
time point when the terminal acquires the beacon frame.
[0004] Next, the active scanning corresponds to a
method in which, when the UE directly transmits a probe
request frame to an AP and the AP receives the probe
request frame, the AP transmits a probe response frame
to the UE to inform the UE of the existence of the AP
itself. The method takes little time to discover the AP per
channel compared to the passive scanning, but the UE
should generate the probe request frame and transmit
the probe request frame to the AP, which acts as a burden
to the terminal. Further, there is another burden in that
the AP should generate a packet in addition to the beacon
frame.
[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates a relation between throughput
and overload of the UE according to the number of terminals which access one WLAN AP.
[0006] Since the UE cannot know how much of a network load the AP has before accessing (attaching) the
WLAN AP, it is difficult to guarantee good performance.
For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1A, as the number of
UEs, which access one WLAN Access Point (AP) increases, it is noted that throughput of each UE rapidly
decreases. Further, as illustrated in FIG. B, as the
number of UEs, which access one WLAN AP increases,
it is noted that a ratio of overload of the AP increases.
As described above, if a new UE accesses an overloaded
AP, which many UEs have already accessed and thus
has a large loads, both the existing UEs and the new UE
may have a serious performance deterioration problem.
[0007] Accordingly, one AP should not accept access
of a predetermined number or more of UEs, or access
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of UEs should be distributed to APs that use different
channels. In order to solve the above problem, an IEEE
802.11 standard document published in 2012 has added
a function by which the UE can identify loads of the AP
before accessing the WLAN AP through an element of
"Basic Service Set (BSS) load" added to a beacon or
probe response frame. However, such a method still has
a burden in that the UE should receive and decode the
beacon or probe response frame, so that the basic limitation, which cannot reduce the time to discover the
WLAN AP, still exists.
[0008] As described above, the WLAN AP installed by
a network service provider may not be sufficiently used,
the UE may access the overloaded AP, and power consumption of the UE may increase due to unnecessary
WLAN AP scanning.
[0009] US 2006/040663 A1 discusses an access point
apparatus which includes a first communication unit
sending a readio terminal a beacon representing the
availability of an access point apparatus, and receiving
a connection request singal from the radio terminal in
response to the beacon; a second communicaiton unit
communicating with a control unit which controls a load
state of the access point apparatus via the first communicaiton unit; a memory storing connectiong control information recevied from the control unit via the second
communication unit, the connection control information
depending upon the load state of the access point apparatus; and a connection control unit controlling the operation of the first communication unit on the basis of the
conenction control information.
Disclosure of Invention
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Technical Problem
[0010] The present invention is proposed to meet the
aforementioned requirements and an object of the
present invention is to allow a UE to discover all neighboring WLAN APs to always select an AP having a lightest load.
[0011] Further, another object is to allow the UE to significantly reduce a WLAN AP scanning time compared
to the conventional scheme and thus to decrease power
consumption and improve WLAN service use quality.
[0012] Moreover, another object is to allow a mobile
communication service provider to easily provide a loadbalanced WLAN service through a cellular BS.
[0013] Furthermore, another object is to efficiently offload cellular traffic through a WLAN.
[0014] The technical subjects pursued in the present
invention may not be limited to the above mentioned technical subjects, and other technical subjects which are not
mentioned may be clearly understood, through the following descriptions, by those skilled in the art of the
present invention.
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Solution to Problem
[0015] The present application provides a communicaiton method of a user equipment and a user equipment
according to the claims.
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Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0016] Through a method of discovering a WLAN AP
according to the present invention, a UE can always select an AP having a lightest load by discovering all neighboring WLAN APs.
[0017] Compared to the conventional scheme, the UE
can significantly reduce a WLAN AP scanning time to
decrease power consumption and improve WLAN service use quality.
[0018] A mobile communication service provider can
easily provide a load-balanced WLAN service through a
cellular BS.
[0019] Cellular traffic can be efficiently offloaded
through a WLAN.
[0020] Effects obtainable from the present invention
may not be limited to the above mentioned effects, and
other effects which are not mentioned may be clearly
understood, through the following descriptions, by those
skilled in the art of the present invention.
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FIG. 1 illustrates a relation between throughput and
overload of UEs according to the number of UEs
which access one WLAN AP;
FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a method of discovering a WLAN AP according to conventional passive
scanning;
FIG. 3 schematically illustrates an example of a
WLAN AP scanning method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIGs. 4 and 5 schematically illustrate examples of
another method of selecting an AP scanning channel
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a method of transmitting an AP scanning channel according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a method of transmitting a probe response frame by the WLAN AP
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 illustrates an example of information on a data
transmission/reception channel according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of discovering a WLAN AP according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a flowchart illus-

trating operations of the AP management entity according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 illustrates an example of a flowchart illustrating operations of the UE according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a flowchart illustrating operations of the WLAN AP according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of the UE according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of the WLAN AP according to an embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of the AP management entity according to an embodiment of the present invention.
Mode for the Invention
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[0022] In describing the present disclosure below, a
detailed description of related known configurations or
functions incorporated herein will be omitted when it is
determined that the detailed description thereof may unnecessarily obscure the subject matter of the present disclosure. Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. The terms which will be described below
are terms defined in consideration of the functions in the
present disclosure, and may be different according to
users, intentions of the users, or customs. Accordingly,
the terms should be defined based on the contents over
the whole present specification.
[0023] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a method of
discovering a WLAN AP according to conventional passive scanning.
[0024] Referring to FIG. 2, in the method of discovering
the WLAN Access Point (AP) according to the passive
scanning, the AP periodically transmits a beacon frame.
For example, a first AP 210 may periodically transmit a
beacon frame at an interval of 100 ms in its own data
channel 215 while using channel 2 (CH2) 215 as the data
channel. Further, a second AP 220 may periodically
transmit a beacon frame at an interval of, for example,
100 ms in its own data channel 225 while using channel
3 (CH3) 225 as the data channel.
[0025] In this case, the first AP 210 and the second AP
220 may have an off channel 235 as a common channel
dedicated for beacon frame transmission independently
from the channels 215 and 225 for actual data transmission. For example, in FIG. 2, channel 1 (CH1) other than
the data channels including channel 2 and channel 3
used by the first AP 210 and the second AP 220, respectively, may be preset as the off channel. Further, the first
AP 210 and the second AP 220 may additionally transmit
the beacon frame through the off channel 235. At this
time, the beacon frame, which is transmitted through the
off channel 235, may be transmitted on a period shorter
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than a transmission period (100 ms in the example illustrated in FIG. 2) of the beacon frame, which is transmitted
in the data channels 215 and 225.
[0026] As described above, when the first AP 210 and
the second AP 220 transmit the beacon frame through
the off channel 235 on the short period, the beacon frame
is periodically transmitted in the off channel 235 even in
an unnecessary case, so that the channel may be wasted
due to the transmission of the beacon frame.
[0027] Accordingly, the UE should be able to scan for
all neighboring WLAN APs to select an AP having a lightest load and power consumption of the UE for scanning
for the WLAN AP should be able to be minimized. That
is, the UE should be able to find the AP having a light
load within a short time. Further, a service provider should
be able to accurately inform the UE of the AP having the
lightest load and provide a load-controlled WLAN service.
[0028] FIG. 3 schematically illustrates an example of
a WLAN AP scanning method according to an embodiment of the present invention, FIGs. 4 and 5 schematically illustrate examples of another method of selecting
an AP scanning channel according to an embodiment of
the present invention, FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a
method of transmitting an AP scanning channel according to an embodiment of the present invention, FIG. 7
illustrates an example of a method of transmitting a probe
response frame by a WLAN AP according to an embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 8 illustrates an
example of information on a data transmission/reception
channel according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0029] Referring to FIG. 3, one or more WLAN APs
330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may exist. Further, in
order to select and access a WLAN AP having the lightest
load from the WLAN APs, each of the one or more UEs
320, 323, and 325 may scan for WLAN APs. At this time,
it is assumed that the second AP 331, the fourth AP 335,
and the fifth AP 339 correspond to overloaded APs or
APs having more loads compared to the remaining APs.
Whether the AP has a large load or not may be determined based on the number of UEs, which access the
WLAN AP, an actual channel utilization ratio, a collision
ratio, the number of waiting packets, a waiting time of a
packet, and the like.
[0030] At this time, an AP management entity 310 that
manages APs may collect information (configuration of)
on APs from the APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339.
According to some embodiments, the information on the
AP may include at least one piece of static configuration
information including a Service Set IDentifier (SSID) of
each of the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339,
a channel used for data communication by each of the
WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339, and the
like. For example, as indicated by reference numeral 340
of FIG. 3, the AP management entity 310 may collect an
SSID of the first AP 330 and information indicating that
CH1 is used for data communication, an SSID of the second AP 331 and information indicating that CH2 is used
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for data communication, an SSID of the third AP 333 and
information indicating CH 2 is used for data communication, and the like. Further, the AP management entity 310
may collect an SSID of the fourth AP 335 and information
indicating that CH3 is used for data communication, an
SSID of the fifth AP 337 and information indicating that
CH2 is used for data communication, an SSID of the sixth
AP 339 and information indicating CH1 is used for data
communication, and the like.
[0031] In this case, according to some embodiments,
the AP management entity 310 may be at least one of a
Base Station (BS), a Mobility Management Entity (MME),
an AP controller, and the like. For example, when the AP
management entity 310 is the BS, the BS 310 may collect
static configuration information such as SSIDs and channels of the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339
existing in its own coverage.
[0032] According to some embodiments, the static
configuration information on the WLAN APs 330, 331,
333, 335, 337, and 339 may be collected by the UEs 320,
323, and 325, and transmitted to the AP management
entity 310. For example, the first UE 320 may collect the
SSIDs and information on used channels of the first AP
330 and the second AP 331 and transmit the collected
SSIDs and information to the AP management entity 310.
As described above, when the UEs 320, 323, and 325
collect the SSIDs and channel information on the WLAN
APs and inform the AP management entity 310 of the
SSIDs and the channel information, the UEs 320, 323,
and 325 may collect information on all the APs 330, 331,
333, 335, 337, and 339 measured by the UEs 320, 323,
and 325 but, at this time, there is a demand on the UEs
320, 323, and 325 for some energy consumption. However, since the collected information on the APs is the
static configuration information, the UEs are not required
to frequently collect the information, so that the AP management entity 310 may acquire the information on the
APs UEs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 without giving
a big influence to the UEs.
[0033] Alternatively, the static configuration information on the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339
may be directly collected by the AP management entity
310 from each of the APs through the AP or a wireless
or wired interface. In this case, the AP management entity
310 may efficiently collect the static configuration information on the APs without additional energy consumption of the UE.
[0034] After collecting the static configuration information on the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339
within its own coverage, the AP management entity 310
may extract an AP scanning channel (CH_SCAN) 350
as a specific channel for discovering the WLAN AP based
on the information. At this time, the AP scanning channel
350 is a channel set for active scanning between the UEs
320, 323, and 325, and the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333,
335, 337, and 339.
[0035] According to some embodiments, the AP management entity 310 may preset a specific channel as the
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AP scanning channel 350. In this case, a channel, which
is not frequently used among WLAN frequencies, may
be pre-selected as the AP scanning channel 350. For
example, channel 14 may be preset as the AP scanning
channel 350 in a band of 2.4 GHz and channel 140 may
be preset as the AP scanning channel 350 in a band of
5 GHz.
[0036] Further, according to some embodiments, a
specific channel may be preset as the AP scanning channel 350 between the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337,
and 339 and the UEs 320, 323, and 325. In this case,
according to some embodiments, the AP management
entity 310 may perform the active scanning described
below through the set specific channel between the
WLAN APs and the UEs without the process of collecting
the AP information on the APs. Further, when the UE
fails in discovering the WLAN AP although the active
scanning is performed through the set specific channel
between the WLAN APs and the UEs, the AP management entity 310 may extract a new AP scanning channel
350 based on the information on the WLAN APs.
[0037] Alternatively, according to some embodiments,
the AP scanning channel 350 may be dynamically set.
For example, a channel, which is not used by the WLAN
APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339, may be set as
the AP scanning channel 350. In the embodiment of FIG.
3, channel 1 is used by the first AP 330 and the sixth AP
339, channel 2 is used by the second AP 331, the third
AP 333, and the fifth AP 337, and channel 3 is used by
fourth AP 335. Therefore, the AP management entity 310
may set a channel except for channel 1, channel 2, and
channel 3, which are used by the APs, for example, channel 4 as the AP scanning channel 350.
[0038] When it is determined that all channels are
used, the AP management entity 310 may preferentially
select a channel, which is used by the smallest number
of APs, as the AP scanning channel 350. For example,
a channel used by an AP which the smallest number of
UEs access, a channel used by an AP having a smallest
service area, or a channel having a lightest load may be
selected as the AP scanning channel 350. In the example
of FIG. 3, since channel 1 is used by two APs, channel
2 is used by three APs, and channel 3 is used only by
one AP (the fourth AP 335), the AP management entity
310 may select channel 3 as the AP scanning channel
350.
[0039] According to some embodiments, in the setting
of the AP scanning channel 350 by the AP management
entity 310, the setting may be re-performed to select another channel when a predetermined condition is met.
For example, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may scan for
the WLAN APs through the set AP scanning channel 350.
At this time, if the AP scanning channel 350 is busy due
to the use by another WLAN AP or the like, the UEs 320,
323, and 325 may not transmit a probe request frame
within a particular time. At this time, the UEs 320, 323,
and 325 may transmit channel busy information to the
AP management entity 310. Thereafter, the AP manage-
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ment entity 310 may set another channel as the AP scanning channel according to the channel busy information.
The channel busy information may include information
on a busy channel and a reason why the channel is busy.
[0040] Meanwhile, referring to FIG. 4, according to
some embodiments, the AP management entity 410 may
select two or more AP scanning channels 450.
[0041] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 4, the AP
management entity 410 may collect information on each
of the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 and
select CH X and CH Y as the scanning channels 450. In
this case, even when the AP scanning fails in one channel, the UE may search for an optimal WLAN AP which
the UE can access within a short time by attempting the
AP scanning in another channel without a process of resetting the AP scanning channel as described above.
[0042] Further, referring to FIG. 5, the AP management
entity 510 may divide its own coverage into a plurality of
sectors and select an AP scanning channel 551, 553,
and 555 according to each sector 571, 573, or 575. To
this end, the AP management entity 510 may collect information on the APs according to each of the sectors
571, 573, and 575. Alternatively, the AP management
entity 510 may select the AP scanning channel 551, 553,
and 555 in a manner of storing the collected information
on the APs according to each of the divided sectors 571,
573, and 575. In the division of the sectors, the coverage
of the AP management entity 510 may be divided at a
preset ratio or in consideration of locations or an existence ratio of the UEs within the coverage of the AP management entity 510.
[0043] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 5, the AP
management entity 510 may collect SSIDs of the first AP
530 and the second AP 531 channel information used
for data transmission in the first area 571. Further, the
AP management entity 510 may select a channel, for
example, channel 3, which is not used by the first AP 530
and the second AP 531, as the AP scanning channel 551
of the first sector 571. Similarly, the AP management
entity 510 may select a channel, which is not used by the
third AP 533, as the AP scanning channel 553 in the
second sector 573 and a channel, which is not used by
the fourth AP 535, fifth AP 537, and the sixth AP 539, as
the AP scanning channel 555 in the third sector 575. By
setting different AP scanning channels according to each
sector, it is possible to more accurately distribute AP
scanning channels to the respective sectors.
[0044] Referring back to FIG. 3, the AP management
entity 310 may transmit information on the determined
AP scanning channel 350 to each of the WLAN APs 330,
331, 333, 335, 337, and 339, and the UEs 320, 323, and
325. At this time, when the AP management entity 310
is the AP controller, the AP controller may set the AP
scanning channel 350, and then transmit the AP scanning channel 350 to the UEs 320, 323, and 325 through
the BS.
[0045] Meanwhile, referring to FIG. 6 when the BS 310
transmits information on the AP scanning channel 350
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to the UEs 320, 323, and 325 connected to the BS 310,
the BS 10 may use a method of inserting the information
into a message required for transmitting system information, for example, a System Information Block (SIB) and
broadcasting the message in order to allow all the UEs
320, 323, and 325 to simultaneously receive the information. Further, when the UE initially accesses the BS
310 or performs a handover, the BS 310 may transmit
information on the AP scanning channel 350 to the UE
through unicast transmission. As described above, when
the BS 310 transmits the information on the AP scanning
channel 350 to the UE, the BS 310 hardly has a burden
for transmitting the information on the AP scanning channel 350 through a cellular channel since 1 byte is enough
(based on one channel) for the information on the AP
scanning channel 350.
[0046] Referring back to FIG. 3, the WLAN APs 330,
331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may receive the AP scanning
channel 350 from the AP management entity 310 and
set the AP scanning channel (CH_SCAN) 350 for the
active scanning independently from the conventionally
set channel for data transmission. In this case, according
to some embodiments, since the WLAN APs 330, 331,
333, 335, 337, and 339 have two or more transceivers,
the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may
further set the AP scanning channel 350 in addition to
the channel for the data transmission. Meanwhile, as described in the part related to FIG. 4, when the WLAN APs
430, 431, 433, 435, 437, and 439 receive information on
two or more AP scanning channels 450 from the AP management entity 410, the WLAN APs 430, 431, 433, 435,
437, and 439 may further have transceivers for managing
the respective AP scanning channels 450.
[0047] Further, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may perform a process of discovering the WLAN AP after receiving the information on the AP scanning channel 350 from
the AP management entity 310. For example, when discovering the WLAN AP, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may
first turn on a WLAN interface and change the channel
into the AP scanning channel 350. Further, the UEs 320,
323, and 325 may perform the active scanning through
the changed AP scanning channel 350. That is, the UEs
320, 323, and 325 may transmit a WLAN AP discovery
signal 361 through the AP scanning channel 350. According to some embodiments, the WLAN AP discovery
signal may be a probe request frame 361. Hereinafter,
for convenience of the description, the WLAN AP discovery signal and the probe request frame may be interchangeably used.
[0048] Meanwhile, when the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333,
335, 337, and 339 receive the probe request frame 361
from the UEs 320, 323, and 325 through the AP scanning
channel 350, the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337,
and 339 may transmit WLAN AP response signals 371
and 375 to the UEs 320, 323, and 325. According to some
embodiments, the WLAN AP response signals may be
probe response frames 371 and 375. Hereinafter, for
convenience of the description, the WLAN AP response
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signal and the probe response frame may be interchangeably used. Meanwhile, according to some embodiments, when the probe request frame 361 transmitted by the UEs 320, 323, and 325 is received, the transceiver to which the AP scanning channel 350 for the active scanning is allocated may transmit the probe response frames 371 and 375 to the UEs.
[0049] At this time, the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335,
337, and 339 may set offset values 373 and 377 according to their own load states. Further, the WLAN APs 330,
331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may transmit probe response frames after their offset times pass. For example,
as the load is larger, a larger offset may be set. In a case
of an AP having a large load, transmission of the probe
response frame is relatively further delayed compared to
an AP having a light load. Accordingly, an AP having a
light load among the WLAN APs having received the
probe request frame from a particular UE can first transmit the probe response frame to the UE, and thus the UE
can select the AP having the lightest load.
[0050] According to some embodiments, each of the
WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may prestore an offset size according to the load state in a table
form. Further, the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337,
and 339 may search the offset table and set offset sizes
according to their load states.
[0051] According to some embodiments, the offset values may be set according to the number of divisions of
the load states of the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335,
337, and 339. For example, the load states of the WLAN
APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may be divided
into two cases where the load state is higher and lower
than a preset threshold. In this case, the offset values
may have two values according to the high load state
and the low load state. Further, according to some embodiments, the load states of the WLAN APs 330, 331,
333, 335, 337, and 339 may be determined by a policy
of a service provider. For example, the determination is
made based on the number of UEs, which access the
WLAN AP, an actual channel utilization ratio, a collision
ratio, the number of waiting packets, a waiting time of a
packet, and the like.
[0052] For example, the first UE 320 may transmit the
probe request frame 361 in the AP scanning channel
350. Thereafter, the first AP 330 having received the
probe request frame 361 and the second AP 331 may
transmit probe response frames 371 and 375 to the first
UE 320 after a time corresponding to offset values 373
and 377 according to their load states passes. At this
time, since the second AP 331 is the overloaded AP as
described above, the offset 377 of the second AP 331
may be set to be larger than the offset 373 of the first AP
330. The offset time 373 of the first AP 330 ends earlier
than the offset time 377 of the second AP 331, so that
the first AP 330 transmits the probe response frame 371
to the first UE 320 after its own offset time 373 passes.
Further, the first UE 320 having received the probe response frame 371 from the first AP 330 may transmit an
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ACK frame 362 to the first AP 330. Thereafter, the first
UE 320 may be connected to the first AP 330 to perform
data transmission/reception.
[0053] At this time, after receiving the probe request
frame 361 from the first UE 320, the second AP 331 waits
for an offset time 377-1, which is the same as the offset
time of the first AP 330, without transmitting the probe
response frame. Further, since the offset time 373 of the
first AP 330 ends earlier and the AP scanning channel
350 is used while the first AP 330 transmits the probe
response frame 371 to the first UE 320, the offset time
377 of the second AP 331 does not pass. In addition, the
AP scanning channel 350 can be used after the first UE
320 transmits the ACK 362 to the first AP 330, so that
the second AP 331 may transmit the probe response
frame 375 to the first UE 320 after the remaining offset
time 377-2 of the second AP 331 passes and the offset
time 377 ends. At this time, the transmission of the probe
response frame 375 by the second AP 331 may be cancelled and end together with the transmission of the probe
response frame 371 by the first AP 330. Alternatively,
even though the first UE 320 receives the probe response
frame 375 from the second AP 331, the first UE 320 may
be set to ignore the probe response message.
[0054] Meanwhile, according to some embodiments,
the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may
additionally set a back-off time in order to prevent collision
of the probe response frames between the WLAN APs
330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 having the same load
states. The back-off time is a randomly selected value,
which is set for each of the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333,
335, 337, and 339, rather than a value determined according to the load states of the WLAN APs 330, 331,
333, 335, 337, and 339. For example, the WLAN APs
330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 may select a random
number among numbers 0 to 15 and set a back-off time
corresponding to the selected number as the back-off
time to transmit their probe response frames.
[0055] Referring to FIG. 7, FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a method of transmitting probe response frames
by WLAN APs 731, 733, 735, and 737 when load states
of the WLAN APs 731, 733, 735, and 737 are divided
into two cases where the load state is higher and lower
than a preset threshold. According to the above, a first
AP 731 and a second AP 733 are APs in a high load state
(for example, overloaded state), and a third AP 735 and
a fourth AP 737 may be APs in a low lad state. In the
embodiment of FIG. 7, the load states are divided into
two cases, so that the first AP 731 and the second AP
733 may have the same first offset 781. Further, the third
AP 735 and the fourth AP 737 in the low state may also
have the same second offset 783.
[0056] At this time, since the first AP 731 and the second AP 733 have the first same offset 781, when the first
AP 731 and the second AP 733 transmit probe response
frames after receiving a probe request frame from the
UE, collision may occur between the first AP 731 and the
second AP 733. Similarly, collision may occur between
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transmissions of the probe response frames of the third
AP 735 and the fourth AP 737 Accordingly, the WLAN
APs 731, 733, 735, and 737 may set random back-off
times 791, 793, 795, and 797. For example, since the
back-off time of the first AP 731 may be differently set
from the back-off time 793 of the second AP 733, the
collision may be prevented between the transmissions
of the probe response frames of the first AP 731 and the
second AP 733.
[0057] In this case, a time for which the AP may be
maximally delayed may be set within a max scanning
time, which is a maximally allowable time preset to the
UE for the scanning.
[0058] Meanwhile, according to some embodiments,
a sum of the offset time and the back-off time of the WLAN
AP in the low load state may be set to be always smaller
than a sum of the offset time and the back-off time of the
WLAN AP in the high load state.
[0059] Referring back to FIG. 3, when the WLAN APs
330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 transmit the probe response frames to the UEs 320, 323, and 325 through the
AP scanning channel 350, the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333,
335, 337, and 339 may transmit information on data
transmission/reception channels of the WLAN APs themselves to the UEs 320, 323, and 325.
[0060] According to some embodiments, as illustrated
in FIG. 8, the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and
339 may insert the information on the data transmission/reception channels into the probe response frames
as an element of "Channel Switch Announcement" defined in the standard 802.11 and transmit the probe response frames to the UEs 320, 323, and 325. Thereafter,
the UEs 320, 323, and 325 having received the information on the data transmission/reception channels may
immediately change their own channels into the data
transmission/reception channels, perform a connection
process for data transmission/reception with the corresponding AP, and transmit/receive data.
[0061] For example, the first AP 330 having received
the probe request frame of the first UE 320 through channel 4 corresponding to the AP scanning channel 350 may
transmit the probe response frame 371 to the first UE
320 through channel 4 350 after the offset time 373 according to the load state of the first AP 330 has passed.
At this time, the first AP 330 may also transmit information
on channel 1 355 corresponding to the data transmission/reception channel of the first AP 330 to the first UE
320. At this time, the first AP 330 may insert a Channel
Switch Announcement into the probe response frame
371 and transmit the probe response frame 371 to the
first UE 320. Thereafter, the first UE 320 switches its own
channel to channel 1 355 and transmits/receives data
to/from the first AP 330.
[0062] Meanwhile, in the data transmission/reception
channels 355 and 357 (CH_DATA) of the WLAN APs
330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339, basic operations of
the APs are performed. At this time, according to some
embodiments, the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337,
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and 339 periodically transmit the beacon frames in the
data transmission/reception channels 355 and 357 to allow the UE to identify the existence of the WLAN APs
through a passive scanning method.
[0063] According to some embodiments, when the
UEs 320, 323, and 325 have not received the probe response frames during a preset max scanning time (for
example, 10 ms), the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may determine that there is no WLAN AP. In this case, the UEs
320, 323, and 325 may attempt to scan for the WLAN
APs again later.
[0064] Meanwhile, as described in the part related to
FIG. 4, when two or more AP scanning channels 450 are
set according to some embodiments, the UEs 420, 423,
and 425 may discover the WLAN AP by performing the
active scanning for discovering the AP in the first channel.
Further, when the UEs 420, 423, and 425 have not received the probe response frames during the preset max
scanning time, the UEs 420, 423, and 425 may switch
the channel to the second channel and discover the
WLAN AP again. In this case, as described above, the
WLAN APs 430, 431, 433, 435, 437, and 439 may include
a plurality of transceivers for the first channel and the
second channel for discovering the WLAN AP and their
own data transmission/reception channels.
[0065] According to some embodiments, since the AP
scanning channel 350 is busy due to the use by another
WLAN AP or the like, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may
not transmit the probe request frames within a preset
time. In this case, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may transmit
channel busy information to the AP management entity
310. According to some embodiments, the channel busy
information may be a one-bit identifier. Thereafter, the
AP management entity 310 may set another channel as
the AP scanning channel according to the channel busy
information. At this time, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may
set a small offset compared to a data frame to allow the
probe request frame to be first transmitted (for example,
use 802.11e).
[0066] Meanwhile, when the UEs 320, 323, and 325
have not transmitted the probe request frames within the
preset time and thus transmit the channel busy information to the AP management entity 310, the UEs 320, 323,
and 325 may additionally perform general passive scanning. That is, the UEs 320, 323, and 325 may allow the
existence of the WLAN APs by receiving the beam frames
periodically transmitted by the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333,
335, 337, and 339 in their data channels.
[0067] Based on a schematic example operation for
the AP discovery scanning of the UE according to an
embodiment of the present invention, six WLAN APs 330,
331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 are installed in the coverage
of the AP management entity 310, for example, the BS
310. Further, when the three UEs 320, 323, and 325 newly use a WLAN service, the BS 310 may manage channels and SSIDs of the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335,
337, and 339 and extract the AP scanning channel 350
for the scanning from the channels and SSIDs. When the
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AP scanning channel 350 is determined, the BS 310
transmits information on the AP scanning channel 350
to the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 and
the WLAN APs 330, 331, 333, 335, 337, and 339 set the
AP scanning channel 350 for the scanning separately
from the channel for data transmission/reception. Thereafter, the BS 310 may insert information on the AP scanning channel 350 into a message request for transmitting
system information such as an SIB and broadcast the
message to inform the UEs 320, 323, and 325 of the
information on the AP scanning channel 350. Thereafter,
the UEs 320, 323, and 325 turn on their own WLAN interfaces and switch the channel to the AP scanning channel 350 to perform the active scanning. More specifically,
the UEs 320, 323, and 325 transmit the probe request
frames and then are in a reception state to receive the
probe response frames. Meanwhile, since the second
AP 331, the fourth AP 335, and the sixth AP 339 among
the six APs are currently in the overloaded state, the first
UE 320 first receives the probe response frame from the
first AP 330 corresponding to an under-utilized AP, which
is not overloaded. Further, the first UE 320 changes the
channel to CH 1 for an association process with the first
AP 330 and then performs data communication with the
first AP 330. Similarly, the second UE 323 and the third
UE 325 also receive the probe response frames from the
third AP 333 and the fifth AP 337 which are APs having
light loads, change the channel to CH2, and then perform
data transmission.
[0068] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of discovering a WLAN AP according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0069] Referring to FIG. 9, in step 951, an AP management entity 910 may collect information on WLAN APs
930 within a coverage area of the AP management entity
910. At this time, the information on the APs may include
at least one piece of static configuration information such
as SSIDs of the WLAN APs 930, channels used for data
communication by the WLAN APs 930, and the like.
[0070] According to some embodiments, the information on the APs may be collected by the UEs 920 and
transmitted to the AP management entity 910, or may be
directly collected by the AP management entity 910 from
the APs 930 through the APs 930 and wireless or wired
interfaces. Since the detailed description thereof has
been made above, it will be omitted.
[0071] Meanwhile, the AP management entity 910 may
be at least one of the BS, the MME, and the AP controller.
[0072] After collecting the SSID of the AP and the information such as the CHs and the like, the AP management entity 910 may extract an AP scanning channel
(CH_SCAN) for discovering the WLAN AP in step 952.
The AP scanning channel may be extracted by selecting
a channel, which is not used by the AP, or a channel,
which is used by a smallest number of APs. Alternatively,
a plurality of AP scanning channels may be extracted, or
the coverage area of the AP management entity 910 may
be divided into a plurality of sectors and AP scanning
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channels may be selected. Since a detailed method of
extracting the AP scanning channel has been described
in the parts related to FIGs. 3 to 8, it will be omitted.
[0073] Thereafter, in step 953, the AP management
entity 910 may transmit information on the AP scanning
channel to the UE 920. In this case, the information may
be inserted into a message required for transmitting system information such as an SIB or the like and transmitted
in a broadcast scheme, or transmitted in a unicast
scheme when the UE 920 initially accesses the BS 910
or performs a handover according to some embodiments.
[0074] The UE 920 having received the information on
the AP scanning channel in step 953 may turn on its own
WLAN interface and switch the channel to the AP scanning channel in step 955.
[0075] Thereafter, the UE 920 may transmit the probe
request frame to the set AP scanning channel in step 956.
[0076] Meanwhile, simultaneously with step 953, or
before or after step 953, the AP management entity 910
may transmit the information on the AP scanning channel
to the WLAN AP 930 in step 953-1.
[0077] The WLAN AP 930 may set the AP scanning
channel according to the information on the AP scanning
channel received in step 953-1, separately from the channel for data transmission/reception. In this case, the
WLAN AP 930 may allocate the AP scanning channel to
a separate transceiver, which is different from a transceiver to which the data transmission/reception channel
is allocated.
[0078] Meanwhile, according to some embodiments,
a specific channel may be preset as the AP scanning
channel between the UE 920 and the WLAN AP 930 without steps 951 to 953-1 in which the AP management
entity 910 extracts the AP scanning channel and transmits the information on the AP scanning channel tot the
UE 920 and the WLAN AP 930. In this case, the specific
channel may be set as the AP scanning channel between
the UE 920 and the WLAN AP 930 without involvement
of the AP management entity 910.
[0079] Further, in step 954, the WLAN AP 930 may set
an offset time according to its own load state. At this time,
since a detailed method of setting the offset time has
been described in the parts related to FIGs. 3 to 8, it will
be omitted.
[0080] After the UE 920 transmits the probe request
frame in step 956, the WLAN AP 930 may apply the offset
time set in step 954 to the transmission of the probe response frame. That is, before the offset time passes, the
WLAN AP 930 waits without transmitting the probe response frame.
[0081] Further, after the set offset time passes, the
WLAN AP 930 may transmit the probe response frame
to the UE 910 in step 958. At this time, the offset time is
determined according to the load state of the WLAN AP
930, so that an offset time of a WLAN AP having a lightest
load among many APs is set to be short. Accordingly,
the UE 910 may first receive the probe response frame
from the WLAN AP 930 having the lightest load and trans-
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mit/receive data to/from the WLAN AP 930 having the
lightest load in a good transmission environment.
[0082] Meanwhile, the probe response frame which
the WLAN AP 930 transmits to the UE 920 in step 958
may include information on the data transmission/reception channel of the WLAN AP 930. For example, the probe
response frame with a Channel Switch Announcement
element may be transmitted to the UE 920. Since a detailed description thereof has been made above, it will
be omitted.
[0083] The UE 920 having received the probe response frame from the WLAN AP 930 in step 958 changes the channel to the data channel for data transmission/reception to/from the WLAN AP 930 in step 959, and
performs data transmission/reception with the WLAN AP
930 in step 960. At this time, the change in the channel
to the data transmission/reception channel by the UE
may be made through the Channel Switch Announcement element included in the probe response frame.
[0084] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a flowchart
illustrating operations of the AP management entity according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0085] Referring to FIG. 10, the AP management entity
may collect static configuration information such as
SSIDs, data transmission/reception channels, and the
like of WLAN APs within the coverage of the AP management entity in step 1010.
[0086] Thereafter, in step 1020, the AP management
entity may extract an AP scanning channel for AP scanning based on the collected information on the APs. Since
a detailed description of the method of extracting the AP
scanning channel has been made above, it will be omitted
here.
[0087] After extracting the AP scanning channel in step
1020, the AP management entity may transmit the AP
scanning channel to the UEs and WALN APs within the
coverage of the AP management entity in step 1030.
[0088] Thereafter, the AP management entity may determine whether channel busy information is received
from the UE in step 1040. For example, although the UE
attempts the active scanning through the AP scanning
channel extracted in step 1020, the UE cannot transmit
the probe request frame within a preset time since the
channel is busy due to the use by another WLAN device
and the like. At this time, the UE may transmit channel
busy information to the AP management entity.
[0089] When the AP management entity receives the
channel busy information, the AP management entity
may proceed to step 1020 to select a new AP scanning
channel based on the received channel busy information.
[0090] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of a flowchart
illustrating operations of the UE according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0091] Referring to FIG. 11, in step 1110, the UE may
receive information on an AP scanning channel from the
AP management entity. Further, although not illustrated,
the UE may transmit an SSID of the AP and information
on a data transmission/reception channel to the AP man-
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agement entity before step 1110.
[0092] According to some embodiments, a specific
channel may be preset as the AP scanning channel between the UE and the WLAN AP without the step in which
the UE receives the information on the AP scanning channel from the AP management entity. In this case, when
the UE requires the WLAN AP scanning, the UE may
search for and find information on the preset AP scanning
channel in a storage unit.
[0093] In step 1120, the UE may turn on a WLAN interface and switch its own channel to the AP scanning
channel to perform the active scanning.
[0094] At this time, in step 1130, the UE may determine
whether the UE may transmit the probe request frame
through the AP scanning channel. When the probe request frame cannot be transmitted within a preset time,
the UE may transmit channel busy information to the AP
management entity in step 1140.
[0095] After transmitting probe request frame information through the AP scanning channel in step 1130, the
UE may determine whether the probe response frame is
received from the AP in step 1150. When the probe response frame is not received within a preset time, the
UE may determine that there is no AP and re-perform
the scanning in step 1130.
[0096] When the UE receives the probe response
frame in step 1150, the UE may switch the channel to
the data transmission/reception channel for data communication with the WLAN AP having transmitted the corresponding probe response frame in step 1160. At this
time, according to some embodiments, the UE may immediately change the channel to the corresponding data
transmission/reception channel by using the Channel
Switch Announcement element included in the probe response frame.
[0097] Thereafter, in step 1170, the UE may perform
data communication with the corresponding AP. At this
time, according to some embodiments, the UE may periodically transmit/receive a beacon frame for passive
scanning in the data transmission/reception channel.
[0098] FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a flowchart
illustrating operations of the WLAN AP according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0099] Referring to FIG. 12, in step 1210, the WLAN
AP may receive information on an AP scanning channel
from the AP management entity. Further, although not
illustrated, the WLAN AP may directly transmit its own
SSID and information on a data transmission/reception
channel to the AP management entity before step 1210.
[0100] According to some embodiments, a specific
channel may be preset as the AP scanning channel between the UE and the WLAN AP without the step in which
the UE receives the information on the AP scanning channel from the AP management entity. In this case, when
the WLAN AP requires the WLAN AP scanning, the
WLAN AP may search for and find information on the
preset AP scanning channel in a storage unit.
[0101] In step 1220, the WLAN AP may set an offset
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time in consideration of its own load state. Since a detailed description thereof has been made above, it will
be omitted here.
[0102] The WLAN AP determines whether a probe request frame is received through the AP scanning channel
in step 1230 and, when the probe request frame is received, determines whether the offset time passes in step
1240.
[0103] When the offset time passes, the WLAN AP may
transmit a probe response frame to the UE through the
AP scanning channel in step 1250. At this time, the probe
response frame with information on the data transmission/reception channel for data communication of the
WLAN AP may be transmitted.
[0104] Thereafter, in step 1260, the WLAN AP performs data communication with the UE.
[0105] FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of the UE according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0106] Referring to FIG. 13, a controller 1310 controls
the UE to perform any one operation of the above-described embodiments. For example, the controller 1310
may make a control to switch a channel to an AP scanning
channel, which is a channel for discovering a WLAN AP,
between the UE and the WLAN AP, to transmit a WLAN
AP discovery signal in the AP scanning channel, to receive a WLAN AP response signal transmitted from the
WLAN AP after an offset time set according to a load
state of the WLAN AP passes, and to switch the channel
to a data transmission/reception channel for data communication with the WLAN AP.
[0107] A communication unit 1320 transmits and receives a signal according to any one operation of the
aforementioned embodiments. For example, the communication unit 1320 may transmit a probe request frame
to the WLAN AP and receive a probe response frame
from the WLAN AP or receive information on the AP scanning channel from the AP management entity.
[0108] FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of the WLAN AP according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
[0109] Referring to FIG. 14, a controller 1410 controls
the WLAN AP to perform any one operation of the abovedescribed embodiments. For example, the controller
1410 may make a control to set an AP scanning channel,
which is a channel for discovering a WLAN AP, between
the UE and the WLAN AP, to set an offset time according
to a load state of the WLAN AP, to receive a WLAN AP
response signal from the UE through the AP scanning
channel, and to transmit the WLAN AP response signal
through the AP scanning channel after the offset time
passes.
[0110] A communication unit 1420 transmits and receives a signal according to any one operation of the
aforementioned embodiments. For example, the communication unit 1420 may receive a probe request frame
from the UE, transmit a probe response frame to the UE,
or receive information on the AP scanning channel from
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the AP management entity. At this time, the communication unit 1420 may include a first communication unit
1423, to which the data transmission/reception channel
for the data communication with the UE is allocated, and
a second communication unit 1425, to which the AP scanning channel for the channel scanning is allocated. That
is, the second communication unit 1425 may receive the
probe request frame from the UE or transmit the probe
response frame to the UE.
[0111] FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of the AP management entity according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0112] Referring to FIG. 15, a controller 1510 controls
the AP management entity to perform any one operation
of the above-described embodiments. For example, the
controller 1510 may make a control to collect information
on WLAN APs within an area of the AP management
entity from the UE or the WLAN APs, to extract an AP
scanning channel, which is a channel for discovering the
WLAN APs by using the collected information on the
WLAN APs, and to transmit the information on the AP
scanning channel to the UE and the WLAN APs.
[0113] A communication unit 1520 transmits and receives a signal according to any one operation of the
aforementioned embodiments. For example, the communication unit 1520 may transmit the information on the
AP scanning channel to the UE or the WLAN APs.
[0114] According to the present invention, since a specific channel is set for discovering WLAN APs and the
UE discovers the WLAN APs through the scanning only
in such a channel, a discovery time proportional to the
number of channels may be significantly reduced to a
discovery time for only one channel. Further, an AP having a light load first transmits a probe response frame,
so that the UE can always access an under-utilized AP
to perform data communication.
[0115] Accordingly, the UE can reduce power consumption and use a good WLAN service and the service
provider can distribute loads to WLAN APs.
[0116] Embodiments of the present invention disclosed in the specification and the drawings are only particular examples to easily describe the technical matters
of the present invention and assist in the understanding
of the present invention, and do not limit the scope of the
present invention. It is apparent to those skilled in the art
that other modified examples based on the technical idea
of the present invention can be implemented as well as
the embodiments disclosed herein.
Therefore, the detailed descriptions should not be construed to be limited in all aspects, but should be considered to be an example. The scope of the present invention should be determined by rational interpretation of
the appended claims.

(320, 323, 325) comprising:
identifying whether a first discovery signal for
discovering wireless local area network, WLAN,
access points, APs, (330, 331, 333, 335, 337,
339) can be transmitted in a first scanning channel, wherein the first scanning channel is for discovering a first WLAN AP;
transmitting, to an AP management entity, channel busy information associated with the first
WLAN AP in case that the first discovery signal
cannot be transmitted to the first WLAN AP during a predetermined period;
receiving, from the AP management entity, information to set another channel as a second
scanning channel according to the channel busy
information for discovering a second WLAN AP;
switching a channel for discovering WLAN AP,
from the first scanning channel to the second
scanning channel based on the information;
transmitting a second discovery signal in the
second scanning channel;
receiving, from the second WLAN AP, a response signal transmitted after an offset time
set determined based on load status of the second WLAN AP; and
switching the second channel to a data transmission/reception channel to communicate with
the second WLAN AP.
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2.

The communication method of claim 1, wherein the
offset time set includes a first offset time determined
based on the load status of the second WLAN AP
and a back-off time which is set based on a random
value in order to prevent collision of APs.

3.

The communication method of claim 1, wherein the
response signal includes information on a channel
for data communication with the second WLAN AP.

4.

The communication method of claim 1, further comprising:
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transmitting, the second discovery signal to a
group of WLAN APs in the second scanning
channel;
receiving, from at least one of the group WLAN
APs, a response signal transmitted after an offset time set determined based on the load status
of each of the at least one of the group WLAN
APs; and
switching the second channel to a data transmission/reception channel to communicate with
a WLAN AP from which the UE receives the response signal first.
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5.

A communication method of a user equipment, UE,

11

A user equipment, UE, (320, 323, 325) comprising:
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sponse signal first.

a transceiver; and
a controller coupled with the transceiver and
configured to control to:
identify whether a first discovery signal for
discovering wireless local area network,
WLAN, access points, APs, (330, 331, 333,
335, 337, 339) can be transmitted in a first
scanning channel, wherein the first scanning channel is for discovering a first WLAN
AP,
transmit, to an AP management entity,
channel busy information associated with
the first WLAN AP in case that the first discovery signal cannot be transmitted to the
first WLAN AP during a predetermined period,
receive, from the AP management entity,
information to set another channel as a second scanning channel according to the
channel busy information for discovering a
second WLAN AP,
switch a channel for discovering WLAN AP,
from the first scanning channel to the second scanning channel based on the information, transmit a second discovery signal
in the second scanning channel,
receive, from the second WLAN AP, a response signal transmitted after an offset
time set determined based on load status
of the second WLAN AP, and
switch the second channel to a data transmission/reception channel to communicate
with the second WLAN AP.

Patentansprüche
5

1.

7.

The UE of claim 5, wherein the offset time set includes a first offset time determined based on the
load status of the second WLAN AP and a back-off
time which is set based on a random value in order
to prevent collision of APs.
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The UE of claim 5, wherein the response signal includes information on a channel for data communication with the second WLAN AP.

2.

Kommunikationsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der eingestellte Zeitversatz einen ersten Zeitversatz
umfasst, der bestimmt wird auf der Basis des Laststatus des zweiten WLAN AP und einer Backoff-Zeit,
die auf der Basis eines willkürlichen Wertes eingestellt wird, um eine Kollision von APs zu verhindern.

3.

Kommunikationsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Antwortsignal Informationen über einen Kanal
zur Datenkommunikation mit dem zweiten WLAN AP
enthält.

4.

Kommunikationsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner
umfassend:
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8.

The UE of claim 5, wherein the controller further configured to:
transmit, the second discovery signal to a group
of WLAN APs in the second scanning channel;
receive, from at least one of the group WLAN
APs, a response signal transmitted after an offset time set determined based on the load status
of each of the at least one of the group WLAN
APs; and
switch the second channel to a data transmission/reception channel to communicate with a
WLAN AP from which the UE receives the re-
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Kommunikationsverfahren für ein Teilnehmergerät,
UE, (320, 323, 325), umfassend:
Identifizieren, ob ein erstes Entdeckungssignal
zur Entdeckung von Zugangspunkten, APs,
(330, 331, 333, 335, 337, 339) eines lokalen
Funknetzes, WLAN, in einem ersten Abtastkanal übermittelt werden kann, wobei der erste Abtastkanal zur Entdeckung eines ersten WLAN
AP dient;
Übermitteln von Informationen über eine Kanalbelegung an eine dem ersten WLAN AP zugeordnete AP Management Entity für den Fall,
dass das erste Entdeckungssignal während einem vorbestimmten Zeitraum nicht zu dem ersten WLAN AP übermittelt werden kann;
Empfangen von Informationen zur Einstellung
eines anderen Kanals als einen zweiten Abtastkanal gemäß den Informationen über eine Kanalbelegung zur Entdeckung eines zweiten
WLAN AP von der AP Management Entity;
Wechseln eines Kanals zur Entdeckung eines
WLAN AP von dem ersten Abtastkanal zu dem
zweiten Abtastkanal auf der Basis der Informationen;
Übermitteln eines zweiten Entdeckungssignals
in dem zweiten Abtastkanal;
Empfangen eines Antwortsignals von dem zweiten WLAN AP, das nach einem eingestellten
Zeitversatz übermittelt wird, bestimmt auf der
Basis eines Laststatus des zweiten WLAN AP;
und
Wechseln des zweiten Kanals zu einem Datenübermittlungs-/empfangskanal für eine Kommunikation mit dem zweiten WLAN AP.
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35

6.

22

Übermitteln des zweiten Entdeckungssignals
an eine Gruppe von WLAN APs in dem zweiten
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Abtastkanal;
Empfangen eines Antwortsignals von mindestens einem der Gruppe von WLAN APs, wobei
das Signal nach einem eingestellten Zeitversatz
übermittelt wird, bestimmt auf der Basis des
Laststatus jedes des mindestens einen der
Gruppe von WLAN APs; und
Wechseln des zweiten Kanals zu einem Datenübermittlungs-/empfangskanal für eine Kommunikation mit einem WLAN AP, von dem das UE
zuerst das Antwortsignal empfängt.
5.

6.

24

der Basis eines willkürlichen Wertes eingestellt wird,
um eine Kollision von APs zu verhindern.
7.

Teilnehmergerät nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Antwortsignal Informationen über einen Kanal zur Datenkommunikation mit dem zweiten WLAN AP enthält.

8.

Teilnehmergerät nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Steuereinheit ferner für folgende Zwecke gestaltet ist:

5

10

Übermitteln des zweiten Entdeckungssignals
an eine Gruppe von WLAN APs in dem zweiten
Abtastkanal;
Empfangen eines Antwortsignals von mindestens einem der Gruppe von WLAN APs, wobei
das Signal nach einem eingestellten Zeitversatz
übermittelt wird, bestimmt auf der Basis des
Laststatus jedes des mindestens einen der
Gruppe von WLAN APs; und
Wechseln des zweiten Kanals zu einem Datenübermittlungs-/empfangskanal für eine Kommunikation mit einem WLAN AP, von dem das UE
zuerst das Antwortsignal empfängt.

Teilnehmergerät, UE, (320, 323, 325), umfassend:
einen Transceiver; und
eine Steuereinheit, die mit dem Transceiver gekoppelt ist und so gestaltet ist, dass sie für folgende Zwecke steuert:

15

Identifizieren, ob ein erstes Entdeckungssignal zur Entdeckung von Zugangspunkten,
APs, (330, 331, 333, 335, 337, 339) eines
lokalen Funknetzes, WLAN, in einem ersten
Abtastkanal übermittelt werden kann, wobei der erste Abtastkanal zur Entdeckung
eines ersten WLAN AP dient;
Übermitteln von Informationen über eine
Kanalbelegung an eine dem ersten WLAN
AP zugeordnete AP Management Entity für
den Fall, dass das erste Entdeckungssignal
während einem vorbestimmten Zeitraum
nicht zu dem ersten WLAN AP übermittelt
werden kann;
Empfangen von Informationen zur Einstellung eines anderen Kanals als einen zweiten Abtastkanal gemäß den Informationen
über eine Kanalbelegung zur Entdeckung
eines zweiten WLAN AP von der AP Management Entity;
Wechseln eines Kanals zur Entdeckung eines WLAN AP von dem ersten Abtastkanal
zu dem zweiten Abtastkanal auf der Basis
der Informationen;
Übermitteln eines zweiten Entdeckungssignals in dem zweiten Abtastkanal;
Empfangen eines Antwortsignals von dem
zweiten WLAN AP, das nach einem eingestellten Zeitversatz übermittelt wird, bestimmt auf der Basis eines Laststatus des
zweiten WLAN AP; und
Wechseln des zweiten Kanals zu einem Datenübermittlungs-/empfangskanal für eine
Kommunikation mit dem zweiten WLAN AP.

20

Teilnehmergerät nach Anspruch 5, wobei der eingestellte Zeitversatz einen ersten Zeitversatz umfasst,
der bestimmt wird auf der Basis des Laststatus des
zweiten WLAN AP und einer Backoff-Zeit, die auf
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Revendications
1.
30
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45
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Procédé de communication d’un équipement utilisateur, UE, (320, 323, 325) comprenant les étapes
suivantes :
détermination du fait de savoir si un premier signal de découverte pour découvrir des points
d’accès, AP, de réseau local sans fil, WLAN,
(330, 331, 333, 335, 337, 339) peut être transmis
dans un premier canal de balayage, le premier
canal de balayage étant pour découvrir un premier AP WLAN ;
transmission, à une entité de gestion des AP,
les informations de canal occupé associées au
premier AP WLAN dans le cas où le premier
signal de découverte ne peut pas être transmis
au premier AP WLAN pendant une période
prédéfinie ;
réception, par l’entité de gestion des AP, d’informations pour définir un autre canal comme
second canal de balayage selon les informations de canal occupé pour la découverte d’un
second AP WLAN ;
commutation d’un canal pour la découverte d’un
AP WLAN, du premier canal de balayage au second canal de balayage en fonction des
informations ;
transmission d’un second signal de découverte
dans le second canal de balayage ;
réception, à partir du second AP WLAN, d’un
signal de réponse transmis après un ensemble

25
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de délai de décalage déterminé en fonction de
l’état de charge du second AP WLAN ; et
commutation du second canal à un canal de
transmission/réception de données pour communiquer avec le second AP WLAN.
2.

3.

4.

Procédé de communication selon la revendication
1, l’ensemble de délai de décalage comprenant un
premier délai de décalage déterminé sur la base de
l’état de charge du second AP WLAN et un délai
d’interruption qui est fixé sur la base d’une valeur
aléatoire afin d’éviter la collision des AP.
Procédé de communication selon la revendication
1, le signal de réponse comprenant des informations
sur un canal pour la communication de données
avec le second AP WLAN.
Procédé de communication selon la revendication
1, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes :
transmission du second signal de découverte à
un groupe d’AP WLAN dans le second canal de
balayage ;
réception, d’au moins un AP WLAN du groupe
d’AP WLAN, d’un signal de réponse transmis
après un ensemble de délai de décalage déterminé en fonction de l’état de charge de chacun
de l’au moins AP WLAN du groupe d’AP WLAN ;
et
commutation du second canal à un canal de
transmission/réception de données pour communiquer avec un AP WLAN à partir duquel l’UE
reçoit d’abord le signal de réponse.

10

15

la détermination du fait de savoir si un premier signal de découverte pour découvrir
des points d’accès, AP, de réseau local
sans fil, WLAN, (330, 331, 333, 335, 337,
339) peut être transmis dans un premier canal de balayage, le premier canal de balayage étant pour découvrir un premier AP
WLAN,
la transmission, à une entité de gestion des
AP, des informations de canal occupé associées au premier AP WLAN dans le cas
où le premier signal de découverte ne peut
pas être transmis au premier AP WLAN
pendant une période prédéfinie,
la réception, par l’entité de gestion des AP,
d’informations pour définir un autre canal

6.

UE selon la revendication 5, l’ensemble de délai de
décalage comprenant un premier délai de décalage
déterminé sur la base de l’état de charge du second
AP WLAN et un délai d’interruption qui est fixé sur
la base d’une valeur aléatoire afin d’éviter la collision
des AP.

7.

UE selon la revendication 5, le signal de réponse
comprenant des informations sur un canal pour la
communication de données avec le second AP
WLAN.

8.

UE selon la revendication 5, le dispositif de commande étant en outre conçu pour: transmettre, le second
signal de découverte à un groupe d’AP WLAN dans
le second canal de balayage ;
recevoir, d’au moins un AP WLAN du groupe d’AP
WLAN, un signal de réponse transmis après un ensemble de délai de décalage déterminé en fonction
de l’état de charge de chacun de l’au moins AP
WLAN du groupe d’AP WLAN ; et
commuter le second canal à un canal de transmission/réception de données pour communiquer avec
un AP WLAN à partir duquel l’UE reçoit d’abord le
signal de réponse.

20

25

30

Équipement utilisateur, UE, (320, 323, 325)
comprenant :
un émetteur-récepteur ; et
un dispositif de commande couplé à l’émetteurrécepteur et conçu pour commander :

comme second canal de balayage selon les
informations de canal occupé pour la découverte d’un second AP WLAN,
la commutation d’un canal pour la découverte d’un AP WLAN, du premier canal de
balayage au second canal de balayage en
fonction des informations,
la transmission d’un second signal de découverte dans le second canal de balayage,
la réception, à partir du second AP WLAN,
d’un signal de réponse transmis après un
ensemble de délai de décalage déterminé
en fonction de l’état de charge du second
AP WLAN, et
la commutation du second canal à un canal
de transmission/réception de données pour
communiquer avec le second AP WLAN.
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